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Catalog of Copyright Entries Boydell
Press
Indexes the Times, Sunday times and
magazine, Times literary supplement,
Times educational supplement, Times
educational supplement Scotland, and
the Times higher education supplement.

Publishers' circular and booksellers' record
Routledge
During his playing career, a baseball
player's every action on the field is
documented--every at bat, every hit,
every pitch. But what becomes of a player
after he leaves the game? This exhaustive
reference work briefly details the post-
baseball lives of some 7,600 major
leaguers, owners, managers,
administrators, umpires, sportswriters,
announcers and broadcasters who are
now deceased. Each entry tells the date
and place of the player's birth, the number
of seasons he spent in the majors, the
primary position he played, the number of
seasons he spent as a manager in the
majors (if applicable), his post-baseball
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career and activities, date and cause of his
death, and his final resting place.

The Religious Herald Wipf and Stock
Publishers
Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra
number, The Christmas bookseller,
separately paged and not included in the
consecutive numbering of the regular series.
British Museum Catalogue of printed Books
Springer Nature
Official organ of the book trade of the United
Kingdom.
Suffering & Glory CreateSpace
From the tragic young Adonis to Za�hapuna, first
among goddesses, this handbook provides the most
complete information available on deities from the
cultures and religions of the ancient Near East,
including Anatolia, Syria, Israel, Sumer, Babylonia,
Assyria, and Elam. The result of nearly fifteen years of
research, this handbook is more expansive and covers

a wider range of sources and civilizations than any
previous reference works on the topic. Arranged
alphabetically, the entries range from multiple pages of
information to a single line—sometimes all that we
know about a given deity. Where possible, each
record discusses the deity’s symbolism and imagery,
connecting it to the myths, rituals, and festivals
described in ancient sources. Many of the entries are
accompanied by illustrations that aid in understanding
the iconography, and they all include references to
texts in which the god or goddess is mentioned.
Appropriate for both trained scholars and
nonacademic readers, this book collects centuries of
Near Eastern mythology into one volume. It will be an
especially valuable resource for anyone interested in
Assyriology, ancient religion, and the ancient Near
East.
Living Church Quarterly Wipf and Stock
Publishers
Mappa mundi texts and images present a
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panorama of the medieval world-view, c.1300;
the Hereford map studied in close detail.
Filled with information and lore, mappae
mundi present an encyclopaedic panorama of
the conceptual "landscape" of the middle ages.
Previously objects of study for cartographers
and geographers, the value of medieval maps
to scholars in other fields is now recognised
and this book, written from an art historical
perspective, illuminates the medieval view of
the world represented in a group of maps of
c.1300. Naomi Kline's detailed examination of
the literary, visual, oral and textual evidence of
the Hereford mappa mundi and others like it,
such as the Psalter Maps, the '"Sawley Map",
and the Ebstorf Map, places them within the
larger context of medieval art and intellectual
history. The mappa mundi in Hereford

cathedral is at the heart of this study: it has
more than one thousand texts and images of
geographical subjects, monuments, animals,
plants, peoples, biblical sites and incidents,
legendary material, historical information and
much more; distinctions between "real" and
"fantastic" are fluid; time and space are
telescoped, presenting past, present, and
future. Naomi Kline provides, for the first
time, a full and detailed analysis of the images
and texts of the Hereford map which, thus
deciphered, allow comparison with related
mappae mundi as well as with other texts and
images. NAOMI REED KLINE is Professor of
Art History at Plymouth State College.
Arkansas Methodist princeton alumni weekly
The elusive disposition of John's language has
been noted by biblical scholars throughout
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the history of New Testament studies. The
Fourth Gospel is seen as so simple to grasp
and yet often pointing beyond itself and
beckoning the reader to read deeper. Various
socio-linguistic studies have explained this
feature as the reflection of the sectarian
tendencies in the Johannine Christianity. In
his study Saeed Hamid-Khani questions these
approaches as inadequate. In turn, he
examines John's language within an exegetical
and theological framework. He argues that the
Sitz im Leben of Johannine language was an
environment in which the Hebrew Scriptures
were the dominant conceptual force for both
the Jews and the Christians. In this context he
argues that the essential function of John's
enigmatic language is wedded to the
Evangelist's purpose in writing the Gospel:

namely a steadfast focus upon setting forth that
Jesus is the Christ according to the witness of
Israel's Scriptures. It is here in these echoes
and thematic allusions to the Scriptures that
we find the answer to the function and
significance of John's unique language: i.e.,
Jesus is the Messiah, the Saviour of the world,
and he is the visible image of the invisible God,
the embodiment of the self-revelation of God
according to the Scriptures. However, these
truths are concealed from the undiscerning
and are only revealed by the spirit of God to
those who are born of God.
Religious Books, 1876-1982 Mercer University
Press
Death. For some, it's simply one of life's
certainties, nothing more. For others, it's merely a
fleeting thought, one often overshadowed by the
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reckless delusion that they have been blessed with
the gift of immortality. For Aubrey Miller, death is
the definition of her very existence. Overcome
with the guilt resulting from the loss of her
beloved family, she alters her appearance from the
once beautiful, blonde-haired, blue-eyed little girl
to that of one shrouded in complete darkness,
enveloping herself in her own unbreakable fortress
of solitude as a form of protection for others. As
she enters her first year of college, her goal is
simple: Earn a degree with the least amount of
social interaction as possible. What she never
anticipates is the formation of very unlikely
relationships with two people who will change her
life in ways she never believed possible: Quinn
Matthews, the boisterous former pageant queen,
and Kaeleb McMadden, a childhood friend from
her past who never really let her go. Over the
years, as their connections intertwine and grow, a

seemingly indestructible bond is formed between
the three... But when death painfully reemerges,
Aubrey is lost once again, burying herself deeper
than ever before inside the familiar fortification of
her fears. Will the refuge of friendship, the
solidarity of life-long bonds, and the power of
unconditional love be enough to do the
impossible? Will they be enough to finally bring
about... The Resurrection of Aubrey Miller?
The Negro in Illinois Penn State Press
When Aubrey Miller begins her education at
Titan University, she is no longer the
beautiful, blonde-haired, blue-eyed girl of her
youth. In fact, she's no longer even Aubrey
Miller. Now with jet-black hair, multiple sets
of eccentric contact lenses, and several facial
piercings, she's veiled herself in complete
darkness as a form of protection for herself, as
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well as others. As she enters her first year of
college, her goal is simple: earn a degree with
the least amount of social interaction as
possible. What she never anticipates is the
formation of very unlikely relationships with
two people who will change her life in ways
she never believed possible: Quinn Matthews,
the overtly cheerful pageant queen, and Kaeleb
McMadden, a childhood friend who never
really let her go. Over the years, as their
connections intertwine and strengthen, a
seemingly indestructible bond is formed
between the three. And eventually, the ties of
friendship and discovery of first love begin to
coax her from her darkened path as they
slowly bring Aubrey back to life. Spanning the
course of four years, this is the story of a young
woman's plight to finally reemerge, finding

strength within unbreakable bonds as she
delivers herself from her own manufactured
darkness and safely back . . . Into the Light.
The Publishers' Circular and General Record of
British and Foreign Literature Oxford University
Press, USA
An encyclopedic guide to the interpretation and
understanding of biblical literature. Though
written by members of the National Association
of Baptist Professors of Religion, the 1,450
original entries by some 225 contributors are
diverse in viewpoint and devoid of theological
prescription. They're
Black Playwrights, 1823-1977 Wipf and Stock
Publishers
Drawing upon both Jewish and Christian
scriptures, this book lays a groundwork for
understanding how grace is a critical element of
leadership and followership studies. This volume,
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divided into three sections, begins by defining the
concept of grace leadership, using biblical
examples. Part two discusses how grace leadership
develops while the last part of the book offers
contemporary examples of leaders displaying
grace to their employees. With cases from the
military as well as organizational perspectives, this
edited collection adds a new wrinkle to the
leadership literature and will appeal to scholars in
HRM and organizational studies.
Subject Catalog Lexham Press
In this first of a three-volume work, Vicchio
addresses the most ancient Hebrew text of Job
in all its complexity, with particular emphasis
on the problems of evil and suffering. But he
follows this with the "reception history" of the
text--how it was translated, read, and
interpreted in other ancient works: the
Septuagint, apocryphal books, early Christian

writings, Talmud, Midrash, Dead Sea Scrolls,
and Peshitta. Two appendices detail how Job
has been treated in art and architecture and in
Western music. Volume 1: Job in the Ancient
World Volume 2: Job in the Medieval World
Volume 3: Job in the Modern World
Dissertation Abstracts International New York :
Bowker
A major document of African American participation
in the struggles of the Depression, The Negro in
Illinois was produced by a special division of the
Illinois Writers' Project, one of President Roosevelt's
Works Progress Administration programs. The
Federal Writers' Project helped to sustain "New
Negro" artists during the 1930s and gave them a
newfound social consciousness that is reflected in
their writing. Headed by Harlem Renaissance poet
Arna Bontemps and white proletarian writer Jack
Conroy, The Negro in Illinois employed major black
writers living in Chicago during the 1930s, including
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Richard Wright, Margaret Walker, Katherine
Dunham, Fenton Johnson, Frank Yerby, and Richard
Durham. The authors chronicled the African
American experience in Illinois from the beginnings of
slavery to Lincoln's emancipation and the Great
Migration, with individual chapters discussing various
aspects of public and domestic life, recreation, politics,
religion, literature, and performing arts. After the
project was canceled in 1942, most of the writings
went unpublished for more than half a century--until
now. Working closely with archivist Michael Flug to
select and organize the book, editor Brian Dolinar
compiled The Negro in Illinois from papers at the
Vivian G. Harsh Collection of Afro-American
History and Literature at the Carter G. Woodson
Library in Chicago. Dolinar provides an informative
introduction and epilogue which explain the origins of
the project and place it in the context of the Black
Chicago Renaissance. Making available an invaluable
perspective on African American life, this volume
represents a publication of immense historical and

literary importance.
Mercer Dictionary of the Bible Spencer Hill
Contemporary
Reflections on the wonder of EasterSuffering
& Glory recovers some of the best Holy Week
and Easter articles from half a century of
Christianity Today. Guiding readers from
Palm Sunday to Pentecost and including
contributions from Tish Harrison Warren, J.
I. Packer, Nancy Guthrie, and Eugene
Peterson, Suffering & Glory will remind
readers of the beauty of Christ's death and
resurrection.
Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of the
Peerage and Baronetage of the British Empire
McFarland
It is generally assumed that science and
religion are at war. Many now claim that
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science has made religious belief redundant;
others have turned to a literalist interpretation
of biblical creation to reject or revise science;
others try to resolve Darwin with Genesis.
"The Nature of Creation" addresses this
complex debate by engaging with both
modern science and biblical scholarship
together. Creation is central to Christian
theology and the Bible, and has become the
chosen battleground for scientists, atheists and
creationists alike. "The Nature of Creation"
presents a sustained historical investigation of
what the creation texts of the Bible have to say
and how this relates to modern scientific ideas
of beginnings. The book aims to demonstrate
what science and religion can share, and how
they differ and ought to differ.
Congressional Record

Journal for the Evangelical Study of the Old Testament
(JESOT) is a peer-reviewed journal devoted to the
academic and evangelical study of the Old Testament.
The journal seeks to fill a need in academia by
providing a venue for high-level scholarship on the
Old Testament from an evangelical standpoint. The
journal is not affiliated with any particular academic
institution, and with an international editorial board,
open access format, and multi-language submissions,
JESOT cultivates and promotes Old Testament
scholarship in the evangelical global community. The
journal differs from many evangelical journals in that
it seeks to publish current academic research in the
areas of ancient Near Eastern backgrounds, Dead Sea
Scrolls, Rabbinics, Linguistics, Septuagint, Research
Methodology, Literary Analysis, Exegesis, Text
Criticism, and Theology as they pertain only to the
Old Testament. JESOT also includes up-to-date book
reviews on various academic studies of the Old
Testament.
A Handbook of Gods and Goddesses of the
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Ancient Near East
Volume 3. After the ratification of the Good
Friday Agreement in two referendums, for the
first time in history political institutions
throughout the island of Ireland rested upon the
freely given assent of majorities of all the peoples
on the island.0It marked, it was hoped, the full
political decolonization of Ireland. Whether
Ireland would reunify, or whether Northern
Ireland remain in union with Great Britain now
rested on the will of the people of Ireland, North
and South respectively. This volume explains the
making of this settlement, and the many failed
initiatives that preceded it under British direct
rule. Long-term structural and institutional
changes and short-term political maneuvers are
given their due in this lively but comprehensive
assessment. The Anglo-Irish Agreement is
identified as the political tipping point, itself

partially the outcome of the hunger strikes of
1980-81 that had prevented the criminalization of
republicanism. Until 2016 the prudent judgment
seemed to be that the Good Friday Agreement
had broadly worked, eventually enabling Sinn
Fein and the DUP to share power, with
intermittent attention from the sovereign
governments. Cultural Catholics appeared
content if not in love with the Union with Great
Britain. But the decision to hold a referendum on
the UK's membership of the European Union has
collaterally damaged and destabilized the Good
Friday Agreement. That, in turn, has shaped the
UK's tortured exit negotiations with the European
Union.
Official Index to the Times

Maps of Medieval Thought
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Grace Leadership
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